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Schrodinger	equation	

Schrodinger	equation	is	linear	in	ψ.

For	applications	in	ultrafast,	nonlinear	laser	physics	of	molecules	we	
want	to	solve	this	equation	with	all	(or	many)	electrons	active,	
allowing	multiple	ionization	and	all	other	effects	like	AC	stark	shifts.

Interested	in
• Transient	absorption
• Wave	mixing
• Multidimensional	spectroscopies
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MCTDHF	=	time-dependent	MCSCF

Time-dependent	configuration	interaction	+	time-dependent	orbitals

MULTICONFIGURATION	TIME	DEPENDENT	HARTREE-FOCK

IS	NOT	HARTREE-FOCK

ON	THE	CONTRARY

IT	IS	MULTICONFIGURATION

Nuclear	motion	too:			a	lot	for	diatomics,	a	little	for	polyatomics

General	attack	on	the	several-electron	problem



MCTDHF	wave	function

Time-dependent	linear	combination	of	Slater	determinants	for	f
electrons	made	from	time-dependent	orbitals
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NonlinearMCTDHF	equations
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first, one is going to perform excitations or annihilations subsequently – or alternatively, second, if
using density matrix constraint (constraintflag=1) in the subsequent propagation step.

• Try larger time steps as described above. If you have a high frequency or strong laser and you
are trying to take large time steps (e.g. for big A-vector), try the new variable littlesteps > 1
which may improve accuracy and stability in addition to speed, as described above.

• Use the smallest primitive basis possible until you are doing production runs. Go as small as you
can without much static appearing in your result. First make sure things are qualitatively right.
Absolute energies are not relevant. Gauge dependence is. Don’t sweat getting transitions
energies right, unless something is qualitatively wrong. Often transition/ionization energies can be
o⇥ by an eV or more.

0.6 Nomenclature

Here are some quick statements about the terms used in this manual.

We sometime use the terms configuration and Slater determinant interchangeably. Sometimes when
we write configuration, we mean either a Slater determinant or a spin adapted sum of Slater determinants.
But usually, we just mean Slater determinant.

The wave function is made of a time dependent linear combination of Slater determinants. The coef-
ficients in the linear combination are time dependent. The Slater determinants are also time dependent,
because they are made of orbitals that are time dependent. Sometimes (with allspinproject=1, default)
the spin symmetry of the wave function is enforced. Then, the wave function is first represented as a
linear combination of spin adapted linear combinations (SALCs is an acronym we have seen) of Slater
determinants. Those linear combinations, the SALCs, are computed when the code starts.

So, not worrying about whether or not we are discussing Slater determinants (allspinproject=0) or
spin adapted linear combinations thereof (allspinproject=1), we will generally use the term “configu-
ration.”

Again, we borrow from the MCTDH implementation of the Heidelberg group for not only the notation
used in the equations, but also the terms by which they are referred to and often even the variable names
in the code.

Orbitals are the same thing as single particle functions, SPFs. The configuration coe⌅cients are the
“A-vector,” �A. We have one- and two-electron reduced density matrix operators � and �, the reduced
potential w, the reduced mean field operator W�⇥ =

⇧
⇤⌅ �⇤⌅

�⇥w⇤⌅, and the one-electron Hamiltonian h0.
The orbitals are �⇤; the coe⌅cients of ⇤� are �c�.

For restricted configuration spaces, in which the orbitals are constrained to rotate into one another,
we compute the g�⇥ = ⇤⇤�|i ⇧

⇧t |⇤⇥⌅ matrix. The matrix elements of g among configurations are called ⇥ .
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Code	is	available	open-source

github.com/LBNL-AMO-MCTDHF

Sign	up	as	an	official	user	to	get	access	to	the	examples



GitHub.com page	
for	LBNL-AMO-
MCTDHF	
organization

35	users	in	the	
LBNL-AMO-
MCTDHF	
organization

Main	code
Manual	tex
Examples
Papers



Code	layout

MCTDH.SRC main	program
MCTDH.SRC/H2PROJECT diatomic	subroutines
MCTDH.SRC/HEPROJECT atomic	subroutines
MCTDH.SRC/SINCDVR polyatomic	subroutines
MCTDH.SRC/SINC1D 1d	subroutines

Add	new	coordinate	systems	easily. Complied	as	e.g.

COMPDIRS/BIN.ecs.hermnorm/chmctdhf_atom Usual	version:
COMPDIRS/BIN.ecs.hermnorm/chmctdhf_diatom complex	scaling,
COMPDIRS/BIN.ecs.hermnorm/chmctdhf_sinc Hermitian	norm

COMPDIRS/BIN.ecs.cnorm/cmctdhf_atom Versions	with
COMPDIRS/BIN.ecs.cnorm/cmctdhf_diatom complex	scaling,
COMPDIRS/BIN.ecs.cnorm/cmctdhf_sinc c-norm



Rabi	flopping	in	CN	radical,	C	1s	ßà 5s

Well-behaved	solution	of	TD	Schrodinger	equation	for	highly	nonlinear	pulses



POLYATOMIC	LBNL-AMO-MCTDHF	(chmctdhf_sinc)
HURDLES	OVERCOME	

1)		Unconditionally	stable	predictor-corrector	algorithm	for	propagation	of	orbitals	
and	configuration	coefficients	separately					Phys.	Rev.	A.	83,	063416	(2011)	

2)		Treatment	of	matrix	elements	between	wave	functions	with	different	orbitals
(e.g.	orbitals	of	ψ(t)	at	different	times)						Phys.	Rev.	A.	83,	063416	(2011)	

3)		Cartesian	polyatomic	representation	using	(A)	Poisson	method,	following	
Rescigno’s method	in	spherical	coordinates,	and	(B)	Triple	Toeplitz	Matrix-vector	
multiplication	for	two-electron	matrix	elements;	giving	O(N	log	N)	scaling	not	
O(N4),	N=n3 for	cubic	grids			arxiv 1507.03324

4) Original	derivation	of	complete	MCTDHF	equations	of	motion	for	arbitrary	Slater	
determinant	lists.		Three	versions,	MacLachlan and	Lagrangian stationary	
principles	and	also	density	matrix	constraint.		No	restriction	to	full	CI	nor	any	
other.					Phys.	Rev.	A	91,	012509	(2015)	

!S �B = �A �B = exp(� ln S) �A



Current	method	for	propagating	MCTDHF	equation

4-step	Linear	Mean	Field	predictor-corrector	method

Orbitals	and	Slater	determinants	propagated	independently	each	step

1) Slater	determinants	only	(CI	step)
2) Slater	determinants	(1st order	Magnus)	and	orbitals	(LMF)
3) Slater	determinants	(1st order	Magnus)	and	orbitals	(LMF)
4) Slater	determinants	only	(1st order	Magnus)	(2nd order	better?)



sinc(x) � sin(�x)
�x

Polyatomic	grid	method	using	sinc basis	functions

�i1i2i3(x, y, z) = sinc(x/�� i1)sinc(y/�� i2)sinc(z/�� i3)



Use	Poisson’s	equation	to	obtain	sparse	representation	of	1/r12 via	kinetic	energy

An	ideal	resolution-of-the-identity	approximation	in	which	the	auxilliary basis,	the	
basis	in	which	the	density	is	expanded,	is	the	same	as	the	basis	used	in	the	
calculation.		

Following	McCurdy,	Baertschy,	and	Rescigno,	J.	Phys.	B,	37,	R137	(2004)
See	http://arxiv.org/abs/1507.03324,	to	appear	in	Mol.	Phys.

Polyatomic	grid	method	using	sinc basis	functions
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Fully	parallel	polyatomic	implementation,	OpenMP/MPI	for	both	
orbitals	and	configuration	coefficents,	O(N	log	N)	method	for	
polyatomic	version

Millions	of	Slater	determinants	and	millions	of	sinc basis	functions.

Orientation-averaged	calculations	on	NO2 take	~10,000	CPU-hours	per	
data	point.		(grid	55x55x55	with	121	CPUs,	7	calculations,	12	hours	
each)



Parallelization	of	MCTDHF	method

Three	aspects:
1) Slater	determinants
2) Different	orbitals,	different	processors	atom	&	diatomic
3) Every	orbital	divided	among	all	processors	polyatomics
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first, one is going to perform excitations or annihilations subsequently – or alternatively, second, if
using density matrix constraint (constraintflag=1) in the subsequent propagation step.

• Try larger time steps as described above. If you have a high frequency or strong laser and you
are trying to take large time steps (e.g. for big A-vector), try the new variable littlesteps > 1
which may improve accuracy and stability in addition to speed, as described above.

• Use the smallest primitive basis possible until you are doing production runs. Go as small as you
can without much static appearing in your result. First make sure things are qualitatively right.
Absolute energies are not relevant. Gauge dependence is. Don’t sweat getting transitions
energies right, unless something is qualitatively wrong. Often transition/ionization energies can be
o⇥ by an eV or more.
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Analysis	Capabilities

A) Can	project	on	eigenfunctions to	obtain	populations

B) Can	calculate	absorption/emission

C) Can	calculate	photoionization	yields	(with	final	state	of	
cation,	and	angular	for	atoms	and	diatomic	molecules)

h i| (t)i



Photoabsorption

Calculate	response	function	S	from	Fourier	transform	of	
induced	dipole	D	and	input	field	E

Total	change	in	energy

Cross	section	or	generalized	cross	section	obtained	as

S(!) = 2 Im (D(!)E(!)⇤)

�E = ~
Z

d! !S(!)

�(~!) = 4⇡↵!
S(!)

|E(!)|2
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Photoionization

Antihermitian part	of
ECS	hamiltonian

Formalism	of	Heidelberg	group:	Jäckle and	Meyer,		Time-dependent	
calculation	of	reactive	flux	employing	complex	absorbing	potentials:	
General	aspects	and	application	within	MCTDH,	JCP	105,	6778	(1996)	

Based	on	the	fact	that	the	antihermitian part	of	the	Hamiltonian	causes	
absorption	in	the	asymptotic	region.		

With	nuclear	motion,	dissociative	excitation	may	be	distinguished	from	ionization	
by	using	different	parts	of	the	antihermitian part	of	the	Hamiltonian.
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206 R. Feng et al. / Journal of Electron Spectroscopy and Related Phenomena 123 (2002) 199–209

Fig. 5. Absolute differential oscillator strengths for the valence shell photoabsorption of benzene in the energy range 4–56 eV at |0.05 eV
fwhm resolution. The insert shows an expanded view of the spectrum below 16 eV together with some assignments. The vertical ionization
potentials [47–49] of the outer valence shell of benzene are indicated by the vertical lines.

found between these two data sets over the whole ously published experimental results down to 4 eV,
energy range of the high resolution spectrum (4–56 gives confidence in the overall accuracy of the
eV). This very good quantitative agreement, together absolute oscillator strengths determined in the pres-
with the excellent agreement with many other previ- ent work, and therefore of the Bethe–Born factors

[15,40] determined for our HR and LR spectrome-
ters. A further independent, more stringent, test of
the accuracy of the absolute oscillator strength scale
is to apply the S(22) sum rule [21] and to compare
the results with experimental values of the static
dipole polarizability as described in the following
section.

3.4. Sum-rule analysis and static dipole
polarizability of C H6 6

It is well known that many important properties of
atoms and molecules can be obtained from dipole
sum-rules [18,19,21,28] resulting from the integra-
tion of excitation-energy-weighted dipole differential
oscillator strength spectra over all discrete and

Fig. 6. Comparison of the presently determined high resolution continuum electronic states. Table 3 lists the dipole(|0.05 eV fwhm) absolute photoabsorption differential oscillator
sums S(u) and logarithmic dipole sums L(u) forstrengths for benzene with previously published data [4,6,7,9]

below 16 eV. u#21, obtained from the presently determined

Benzene	Δ=0.47a0		x0=9a0
Configuration	interaction	representation	appropriate	for	double	core	excited	physics.		
42	electrons,	24	orbitals,	double	excitations	allowed	from	first	18	to	last	6	orbitals
(CISD	particle-hole	conjugate),	approximately	100,000	spin	adapted	configurations	or	
650,000	Slater	determinants.						

64x64x64	points	(10176	primitive	Slater	determinants)
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Algorithmic	improvements	for	the	
medium-range	future
1) Psi-prime	method	(calculate	only	the	change	in	the	wave	

function)	:	not	numerically	robust	enough	yet,	but	I	have	ideas

2) Kvaal’s Lindblad evolution	equation	extension	of	MCTDHF	for	
discriminating	multiple	ionization	channels	and	multiple	
ionization	in	general	(Peder Sather	collaboration)

3) Fully	nonadiabatic polyatomic	quantum	nuclear	dynamics	
(small	vibrations	only,	original	intent	of	DOE	Early	Career	
project)



“Psi-prime”	treatment	is	better	but	not	numerically	
stable.		Accurate	results	with	fewer	orbitals.

Solve	only	for	the	change
in	the	wave	function	due
to	the	pulse.



What	LBNL-AMO-MCTDHF	CAN’T	do:

Only	calculates	N	electron	wave	function!		
.	.	.			Will	not	follow	cation after	ionization.

E.g.	if	observed	absorption	is	partially	due	to	absorption	by	free	cation,	dication,	etc.
we	cannot	easily	calculate	this	(without	a	big	grid),	and	multiple	ionization	channels	
are	not	discriminated

.	.	.	.		SOLUTION:	LINDBLAD	EQUATION	EXTENSION	OF	MCTDHF.		

PHYSICAL REVIEW A 84, 022512 (2011)

Multiconfigurational time-dependent Hartree method to describe particle loss due to
absorbing boundary conditions

Simen Kvaal1,2,*

1Mathematisches Institut, Universität Tübingen, Auf der Morgenstelle 10, D-72076 Tübingen, Germany
2Centre of Mathematics for Applications, University of Oslo, N-0316 Oslo, Norway

(Received 7 March 2011; published 29 August 2011)

Absorbing boundary conditions in the form of a complex absorbing potential are routinely introduced in
the Schrödinger equation to limit the computational domain or to study reactive scattering events using the
multiconfigurational time-dependent Hartree (MCTDH) method. However, it is known that a pure wave-function
description does not allow the modeling and propagation of the remnants of a system of which some parts are
removed by the absorbing boundary. It was recently shown [S. Selstø and S. Kvaal, J. Phys. B: At. Mol. Opt. Phys.
43, 065004 (2010)] that a master equation of Lindblad form was necessary for such a description. We formulate
a MCTDH method for this master equation, usable for any quantum system composed of any mixture of species.
The formulation is a strict generalization of pure-state propagation using standard MCTDH for identical particles
and mixtures. We demonstrate the formulation with a numerical experiment.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Today, the de facto standard approach in ab initio quantum-
mechanical many-particle propagation is the multiconfigu-
rational time-dependent Hartree (MCTDH) method and its
variations [1–7]. Already for N = 2 electrons in three dimen-
sions, the full six-dimensional time-dependent Schrödinger
equation is very hard to solve and can only be handled
on supercomputers. With the MCTDH method for identical
particles the exponential scaling of the Hilbert space dimension
with respect to N is “postponed” to a higher number of
particles, and the N = 2 propagation can be done on a single
desktop computer. Current implementations can handle N ! 8
electrons in cylindrical geometries reliably [8,9]. For bosons,
the Pauli exclusion principle is absent, and the MCTDH
method can treat hundreds [10] and even thousands of particles
[11] in one-dimensional geometries, and recent multilayer
MCTDH techniques allow distinguishable dimensions in the
thousands with relative ease [7], showing great promise for
extending the domain of application of MCTDH methods.

The MCTDH class of methods is derived using the time-
dependent variational principle [12,13]. As such, it is energy
conserving, unitary, and quasioptimal in the sense that the
growth of the error in the 2-norm is locally minimized.

Ab initio dynamical problems in quantum mechanics are
formulated on an infinite domain which must be truncated for
numerical calculations. The numerical reflections implied by
the truncations are usually dealt with using absorbing boundary
conditions of some sort. The most common approach is to
introduce a complex absorbing potential (CAP) in a region
around the truncated domain [14]. That is, the Hamiltonian
H is mapped to H − i!, where ! " 0 is a local one-body
potential vanishing on the domain of interest, and only taking
nonzero values outside the domain. This approach is also used
in order to calculate properties like reaction and ionization
probabilities, and CAPs are routinely implemented in MCTDH
codes [4,8,15–17].
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Other absorbing operators are also common, such as the
so-called transformative CAP (TCAP) [18], which is more or
less equivalent with the nonlocal CAP obtained using smooth
exterior scaling [19] or perfectly matched layers [20]. While
exact and space-local absorbing boundary conditions may be
formulated [21], they are in general nonlocal in time, and
therefore impractical. In this work, we focus solely on a local
CAP for simplicity, but any absorbing operator can be used.

Given a system of N particles, the wave function "N is
normalized to the probability of finding all particles within the
computational domain. With a CAP, "N evolves according to
the non-Hermitian Schrödinger equation

i
d

dt
"N = (H − i!)"N . (1)

An elementary calculation gives d
dt

∥"N∥2 = −2⟨"N |!|"N ⟩
for the probability derivative. Consequently, if the wave
function overlaps the CAP, the whole wave function decays
and eventually vanishes; it does not approach a wave function
with a different number of particles. In other words, even
with an absorbing boundary, one is stuck with an N -particle
description. Information like ionization probabilities and
reaction rates may be obtained from evolving Eq. (1) alone,
but if the remainder of the system is desired, i.e., a description
of the N − 1, N − 2 particle systems, etc., one is at a loss.

In a recent article it was argued that the solution is a
density operator approach [22] because the loss of particles
is an irreversible process; H − i! is a non-Hermitian operator
implying a preferred direction of time. The necessity of the
quantum dynamical semigroup describing the evolution to be
trace preserving, Markovian, and completely positive implies
the applicability of the famous theorems due to Lindblad and
Gorini and coworkers [23–25], giving a master equation in the
so-called Lindblad form. The resulting equation is

d

dt
ρn = −i[H,ρn] − {!,ρn}

+ 2
!

!(x)ψ(x)ρn+1ψ(x)† dx, (2)
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The multiconfiguration time-dependent Hartree-Fock (MCTDHF) method has shown promise in calculating
electronic dynamics in molecules driven by strong and high-energy lasers. It must incorporate restricted
configuration spaces (meaning that a particular combination of Slater determinants is used, instead of full
configuration interaction) to be applied to big systems. Two different Ansätze are used to determine the essential
term in the equations. The first Ansatz is the Lagrangian variational principle. The explicit, complete MCTDHF
equations of motion, satisfying that principle, for arbitrary configuration spaces, are given. The property that
a restricted configuration list must satisfy in order for the Lagrangian and McLachlan variational principles to
give different results is identified. The second Ansatz keeps the density matrix block diagonal among equivalent
orbitals, in a generalization of the method of Worth [J. Chem. Phys. 112, 8322 (2000)]. The methods perform
well in calculating the dynamics of Be and BC2+ subject to ultrafast, ultrastrong lasers in severely truncated
Hilbert spaces, although they exhibit differing degrees of numerical stability as implemented.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The multiconfiguration time-dependent Hartree-Fock
(MCTDHF) method has been pursued [1–18] with the goal of
calculating nonperturbative electronic dynamics of molecules
in strong fields, in support of experiments using ultrafast laser
pulses. The method without permutation symmetry, MCTDH,
has been applied with great success over the past two decades
to the problem of nuclear dynamics of molecules on coupled
Born-Oppenheimer potential energy surfaces [19–25], and
there is now a mature effort to apply the method for bosons,
MCTDHB [26–31], to problems involving cold atoms in
particular.

Because the MCTD(H/HF/HB) methods find use in differ-
ent physical contexts, the realities accessory to their numer-
ical implementation are considerably different. However, the
working equations for MCTDHF and MCTDHB are simply
those of MCTDH, accounting for the permutation symmetry
of the wave function. All of these methods describe the
wave function as a time-dependent linear combination of
properly symmetrized time-dependent product basis functions;
for MCTDHF, these basis functions are Slater determinants.

When total spin S is a good quantum number, linear
combinations of determinants that are eigenvectors of Ŝ2

are used as N -electron basis functions. These spin adapted
linear combinations are called “configurations.” Otherwise,
“configuration” means “Slater determinant.”

The difference between MCTDHF and time-dependent
configuration interaction is that in MCTDHF, not only are
the coefficients multiplying the configurations time dependent,
but so are the configurations themselves. MCTDHF is time-
dependent multiconfiguration self-consistent field.

For four electrons,

|1236(t)⟩ ≡ ã
†
1(t)ã†

2(t)ã†
3(t)ã†

6(t)|0⟩ (1)

is the Slater determinant in which the first, second, third,
and sixth spin orbitals are occupied; ã† and ã create and
annihilate spin orbitals. It might be combined with |1245⟩ to to

create a singlet or triplet configuration. The MCTDHF wave-
function Ansatz may be written in general as a sum of such
determinants

|!(t)⟩ =
!

a

Aa(t)|n⃗a(t)⟩. (2)

For time-dependent configuration interaction, the Slater de-
terminants |n⃗⟩ have no time dependence. In that case, !
is linear in its parameters A⃗ and large-scale linear algebra
methods can be used for its propagation. The introduction of
time dependence into the orbitals, with MCTDHF, makes the
problem highly nonlinear.

The term “full configuration interaction” (“full CI”) means
that all possible Slater determinants that may be formed from
a given set of spatial orbitals are included in the basis set. In
practice, the term is used even when symmetries of spin and
space are accounted for. The number of configurations used in
an explicit full configuration interaction calculation becomes
prohibitive with modern technology for spaces with large
(10 or more) electrons in tens of orbitals. We have recently
published [32] a converged calculation of stimulated x-ray
Raman in the NO molecule at 1017 W cm−2 using 392 040
Slater determinants. This is the limit of what we can fit in
memory on a single supercomputer node (64-GB memory)
without using a slower, “direct CI” mode. The largest full
configuration interaction calculation we have performed with
the implementation [17] is on the fluorine atom, 19 orbitals, 5
million Slater determinants.

We use the term restricted configuration space to refer to
any departure from full configuration interaction. For a config-
uration interaction calculation with a restricted configuration
space, some Slater determinants in the full CI list are simply
discarded. Other representations, such as coupled cluster
or some treatments using the graphical unitary group [33],
also use a subset of the full configuration space, as per
an effective parametrization, and we consider them to be
restricted configuration space treatments as well.
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FIG. 1: Analysis of propagation for Beryllium test case. The legend in the left panel applies to all of them.
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FIG. 2: Top panel: occupation of the least occupied (fifth)
natural orbital for Beryllium test case. Bottom panel: mea-
sure of off-diagonality of the density matrix of Eq. (48).

15.9eV, tuned approximately resonant to the charge ex-
change transition going to B + C2+.

We employ a configuration space designed for the in-
teracting particles. There are two shells of orbitals, cor-
responding to B+ and C+ atomic orbitals at large separa-
tion. There are three (sigma) orbitals for each fragment.
We restrict the number of electrons in either shell to be
4 or 5, permitting B+ / C+ and B / C2+ charge arrange-
ments.

This defines a configuration space different from CAS-
CI; we have two shells on equal footing, and therefore for
this case the Hermiticity of the g matrix must be enforced
by using Eq.(37). For this calculation, the number of

determinants for full CI is 90, of which 72 are included
in the restricted configuration list.

We do not have the capability to apply this interact-
ing fragment restricted configuration space to the den-
sity matrix constraint treatment. We compare the full
CI, Dirac-Frenkel, and unrestricted calculations only in
Fig. 3. The left and right panels demonstrate small
derivative and wave function errors. As seen in the mid-
dle panel, the Dirac-Frenkel constraint yields a time de-
pendent expectation value indistinguishable from that of
full CI on the scale of the figure. The expectation value
of the energy has increased by 1eV for the full CI solu-
tion. The unconstrained calculation overestimates this
by about 0.5eV, whereas the Dirac-Frenkel calculation
underestimates this by 0.05meV, a factor of 10,000 bet-
ter.

In Fig. 4 the occupation number of the least occupied
natural orbital is plotted, and similarly, the Dirac-Frenkel
constraint produces a result indistinguishable from full
CI, whereas the unconstrained calculation is considerably
different.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have demonstrated two methods for using re-
stricted configuration spaces within the MCTDHF
method. Both have been shown to be effective in pro-
ducing a close approximation to the full configuration
interaction MCTDHF wave function. The naive method
in which the equations appropriate for full configuration
interaction are used has been shown to produce substan-
tial error that may depend strongly on the initial state.
This work follows that of Refs. [11–14].

We thank Thomas Rescigno for discussions and com-
ments on the manuscript [TO DO], and the National
Energy Research Supercomputing Center (NERSC) com-
putational resources. Work performed at Lawrence
Berkeley National Laboratory was supported by the
US Department of Energy Office of Basic Energy Sci-
ences, Division of Chemical Sciences Contract DE-AC02-
05CH11231, and work at the University of California

Explicit	MCTDHF	working	equations	implemented	for	McLachlan and	Lagrangian
(Dirac-Frenkel)	stationary	principles.		Alternate	density	matrix	method	(enforce	block	
diagonal	density	matrix,	generalization	of	natural	orbital	constraint)	works	well	too.



With	restricted	configuration	spaces	– in	other	words,	without	full	
configuration	interaction	– orbitals may	be	inequivalent.		Two	orbitals
are	equivalent	if	the	Slater	determinant	space	is	invariant	with	respect	
to	any	rotation	of	the	two	orbitals into	one	another.

If	orbitals are	inequivalent,	then	they	must	rotate	into	one	another	in	
order	to	satisfy	the	chosen	variational principle.

TO	COMPLETE	THE	MCTDHF	equations	of	motion,	for	any	ansatz	Slater	
determinant	space,	need	to	determine	the	rates	and	phases	of	rotation	
of	inequivalent	orbitals	into	one	another.		The	rates	and	phases	of	
rotation	are	given	by	the	matrix	g,

g�� =
�

��|i �

�t
�j

� !"#$%&'()*&+%,(

-../(01234(155/.67018.2(9./():&!;<(=7>?(/@4>/7A>@B(A.2CDE/18.2(F74>G(
:.24>/172(B@247>H(01>/76(>.(I@(IF.AJ(B71D.21FK(

D(L./I7>1F(/.>18.2M(01>/76(
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first, one is going to perform excitations or annihilations subsequently – or alternatively, second, if
using density matrix constraint (constraintflag=1) in the subsequent propagation step.

• Try larger time steps as described above. If you have a high frequency or strong laser and you
are trying to take large time steps (e.g. for big A-vector), try the new variable littlesteps > 1
which may improve accuracy and stability in addition to speed, as described above.

• Use the smallest primitive basis possible until you are doing production runs. Go as small as you
can without much static appearing in your result. First make sure things are qualitatively right.
Absolute energies are not relevant. Gauge dependence is. Don’t sweat getting transitions
energies right, unless something is qualitatively wrong. Often transition/ionization energies can be
o⇥ by an eV or more.

0.6 Nomenclature

Here are some quick statements about the terms used in this manual.

We sometime use the terms configuration and Slater determinant interchangeably. Sometimes when
we write configuration, we mean either a Slater determinant or a spin adapted sum of Slater determinants.
But usually, we just mean Slater determinant.

The wave function is made of a time dependent linear combination of Slater determinants. The coef-
ficients in the linear combination are time dependent. The Slater determinants are also time dependent,
because they are made of orbitals that are time dependent. Sometimes (with allspinproject=1, default)
the spin symmetry of the wave function is enforced. Then, the wave function is first represented as a
linear combination of spin adapted linear combinations (SALCs is an acronym we have seen) of Slater
determinants. Those linear combinations, the SALCs, are computed when the code starts.

So, not worrying about whether or not we are discussing Slater determinants (allspinproject=0) or
spin adapted linear combinations thereof (allspinproject=1), we will generally use the term “configu-
ration.”

Again, we borrow from the MCTDH implementation of the Heidelberg group for not only the notation
used in the equations, but also the terms by which they are referred to and often even the variable names
in the code.

Orbitals are the same thing as single particle functions, SPFs. The configuration coe⌅cients are the
“A-vector,” �A. We have one- and two-electron reduced density matrix operators � and �, the reduced
potential w, the reduced mean field operator W�⇥ =

⇧
⇤⌅ �⇤⌅

�⇥w⇤⌅, and the one-electron Hamiltonian h0.
The orbitals are �⇤; the coe⌅cients of ⇤� are �c�.

For restricted configuration spaces, in which the orbitals are constrained to rotate into one another,
we compute the g�⇥ = ⇤⇤�|i ⇧

⇧t |⇤⇥⌅ matrix. The matrix elements of g among configurations are called ⇥ .

i
⇧

⇧t
�A = (H � ⇥) �A

i
⇧

⇧t
�⇤ =

⇤
(1 � P )

�
��1W + h0

⇥
+ g

⌅
�⇤
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are orthogonal to the orbitals, and results in Eqs. (8) and (13). In
the case of full configuration interaction, the derivation is fin-
ished because the matrix of time derivatives g is undetermined
and may be chosen arbitrarily. Otherwise, one must account for

the variations of the orbitals that correspond to a unitary trans-
formation among the orbitals. Those variations are defined in
terms of a functional derivative. For a function f (c⃗1,c⃗2, . . .) of
the orbital coefficients, the functional derivative is

δ

δαβ
f ≡ lim

ϵ→0

f (c⃗1, . . . c⃗α−1,c⃗α + ϵc⃗β . . .) − f (c⃗1, . . . c⃗α−1,c⃗α − ϵc⃗β . . .)
2ϵ

. (27)

For the Slater determinant basis,

δ

δαβ
|n⃗a⟩ = a

†
βaα|n⃗a⟩, (28)

so that the stationary condition may be evaluated from Eq. (26)
as

∀αβ

!
δ

δαβ
%

""""H − i
∂

∂t

""""%
#

= 0

=
$

aBc

A∗
aAc⟨n⃗a|a†

αaβ |x⃗B⟩
!
x⃗B

""""H − i
∂

∂t

""""n⃗c

#
. (29)

With

∂

∂t
|n⃗a⟩ =

$

γ δ

a†
γ aδ|n⃗a⟩

!
φγ

""""
∂

∂t
φδ

#
=

$

γ δ

a†
γ aδ|n⃗⟩(−ig)γ δ

(30)
plus terms orthogonal to all |n⃗⟩ and |x⃗⟩, and

QB ≡ ⟨x⃗B |H |%⟩ =
$

c

Ac⟨x⃗B |H |n⃗c⟩,

(31)
wBαβ ≡ ⟨x⃗B |a†

αaβ |%⟩ =
$

c

Ac⟨x⃗B |a†
αaβ |n⃗c⟩,

equation (29) becomes

∀αβ

$

γ δ

(w†w)αβγ δ (−igγ δ) = −i(w†Q)αβ (32)

for propagation; for relaxation,

∀αβ

$

γ δ

(w†w)αβγ δ (−igγ δ) = −(w†Q)αβ . (33)

We solve for the anti-Hermitian matrix −ig and arrange the
factors of i in this manner in order to clarify the exposition
below. The matrix −ig is simply the matrix of time derivatives
⟨φi | ∂

∂t
|φj ⟩.

Certain components of this matrix equation may be unde-
termined. Consider complete active space (CAS), with doubly
occupied core orbitals and full configuration interaction in
the remaining, “active” orbitals. Consider the orbitals to be
numbered such that the core orbitals come first. For such
a configuration basis, there are no overlaps ⟨n⃗a|a†

αaβ |x⃗B⟩ to
consider with α > β. We thus have the equations 0 = 0 for
the corresponding rows of the matrix equation, which may be
satisfied by any choice of the corresponding gαβ . The matrix
may be chosen Hermitian, and one is finished. No difference
has arisen between the McLachlan and Lagrangian variational
principles; they are both satisfied.

In general, for configuration interaction, the criterion that
the restricted configuration list must satisfy in order for the
matrix g to be able to be chosen Hermitian without accounting
for the constraint of orthonormality, making the two variational
principles, McLachlan and Lagrangian, equivalent is that for
every pair of orbitals α,β for which there exist an excluded
configuration A and included configuration a such that
⟨n⃗a|a†

αaβ |x⃗A⟩ is nonzero, i.e., for which α → β corresponds
to an excitation from an included configuration to an excluded
configuration, there are no b and B such that ⟨x⃗B |a†

αaβ |n⃗b⟩
is nonzero, i.e., β → α corresponds to no excitation from an
included configuration to an excluded configuration.

With restricted active space (RAS), for fermions, since
the restrictions on the configuration list are only functions of
orbital occupancy, and there is only one shell with minimum
occupancy into which electrons can be excited, and only one
shell with maximum occupancy from which electrons can
be excited, the McLachlan and Lagrangian principles are
equivalent. With RAS, as described in the Introduction, if
α → β corresponds to an excitation from included to excluded,
then β is in shell (iv) or α is in shell (i) or (ii); furthermore,
β is not in shell (i) because shell (i) is fully occupied in the
included RAS configurations. In all of these cases, β → α
cannot connect an included configuration to an excluded one.
Specifically, if β is in shell (iv), then α is not; if α is in shell
(ii), then β is not, i.e., β is not in shells (i) or (ii). Either
way, the excitation β → α violates none of the constraints on
occupation number. If α is in shell (i), there is no excitation
β → α to consider.

D. Enforcing Hermiticity of g

In general, the Hermiticity of g, gαβ = g∗
βα , must be

enforced, so that the orbitals remain orthonormal. Because
the Hermitian dot product (“bra-ket”) of two vectors is a
nonanalytic function of the coefficients in the bra vector, the
variational principles become inequivalent.

To account for the nonanalytic constraint, we use real
arithmetic. Complex numbers are represented by two-vectors
of real numbers, z → {Re(z),Im(z)}, and operations upon them
from the left, including multiplication by complex numbers,
are represented by 2 × 2 matrices [57]. So, in a product abcd
of complex numbers, consider d to be a two-vector and a,b,c
to be 2 × 2 matrices. We will write vectors with regular font
and matrices with bold font. With this convention, the product
would be written abcd. The conjugation operator ∗ is the Pauli
matrix σz. Explicitly,

1 ≡
%

1 0
0 1

&
, i ≡

%
0 −1
1 0

&
, ∗ ≡

%
1 0
0 −1

&
. (34)
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are orthogonal to the orbitals, and results in Eqs. (8) and (13). In
the case of full configuration interaction, the derivation is fin-
ished because the matrix of time derivatives g is undetermined
and may be chosen arbitrarily. Otherwise, one must account for

the variations of the orbitals that correspond to a unitary trans-
formation among the orbitals. Those variations are defined in
terms of a functional derivative. For a function f (c⃗1,c⃗2, . . .) of
the orbital coefficients, the functional derivative is

δ

δαβ
f ≡ lim

ϵ→0

f (c⃗1, . . . c⃗α−1,c⃗α + ϵc⃗β . . .) − f (c⃗1, . . . c⃗α−1,c⃗α − ϵc⃗β . . .)
2ϵ

. (27)

For the Slater determinant basis,

δ

δαβ
|n⃗a⟩ = a

†
βaα|n⃗a⟩, (28)

so that the stationary condition may be evaluated from Eq. (26)
as

∀αβ

!
δ

δαβ
%

""""H − i
∂

∂t

""""%
#

= 0

=
$

aBc

A∗
aAc⟨n⃗a|a†

αaβ |x⃗B⟩
!
x⃗B

""""H − i
∂

∂t

""""n⃗c

#
. (29)

With

∂

∂t
|n⃗a⟩ =

$

γ δ

a†
γ aδ|n⃗a⟩

!
φγ

""""
∂

∂t
φδ

#
=

$

γ δ

a†
γ aδ|n⃗⟩(−ig)γ δ

(30)
plus terms orthogonal to all |n⃗⟩ and |x⃗⟩, and

QB ≡ ⟨x⃗B |H |%⟩ =
$

c

Ac⟨x⃗B |H |n⃗c⟩,

(31)
wBαβ ≡ ⟨x⃗B |a†

αaβ |%⟩ =
$

c

Ac⟨x⃗B |a†
αaβ |n⃗c⟩,

equation (29) becomes

∀αβ

$

γ δ

(w†w)αβγ δ (−igγ δ) = −i(w†Q)αβ (32)

for propagation; for relaxation,

∀αβ

$

γ δ

(w†w)αβγ δ (−igγ δ) = −(w†Q)αβ . (33)

We solve for the anti-Hermitian matrix −ig and arrange the
factors of i in this manner in order to clarify the exposition
below. The matrix −ig is simply the matrix of time derivatives
⟨φi | ∂

∂t
|φj ⟩.

Certain components of this matrix equation may be unde-
termined. Consider complete active space (CAS), with doubly
occupied core orbitals and full configuration interaction in
the remaining, “active” orbitals. Consider the orbitals to be
numbered such that the core orbitals come first. For such
a configuration basis, there are no overlaps ⟨n⃗a|a†

αaβ |x⃗B⟩ to
consider with α > β. We thus have the equations 0 = 0 for
the corresponding rows of the matrix equation, which may be
satisfied by any choice of the corresponding gαβ . The matrix
may be chosen Hermitian, and one is finished. No difference
has arisen between the McLachlan and Lagrangian variational
principles; they are both satisfied.

In general, for configuration interaction, the criterion that
the restricted configuration list must satisfy in order for the
matrix g to be able to be chosen Hermitian without accounting
for the constraint of orthonormality, making the two variational
principles, McLachlan and Lagrangian, equivalent is that for
every pair of orbitals α,β for which there exist an excluded
configuration A and included configuration a such that
⟨n⃗a|a†

αaβ |x⃗A⟩ is nonzero, i.e., for which α → β corresponds
to an excitation from an included configuration to an excluded
configuration, there are no b and B such that ⟨x⃗B |a†

αaβ |n⃗b⟩
is nonzero, i.e., β → α corresponds to no excitation from an
included configuration to an excluded configuration.

With restricted active space (RAS), for fermions, since
the restrictions on the configuration list are only functions of
orbital occupancy, and there is only one shell with minimum
occupancy into which electrons can be excited, and only one
shell with maximum occupancy from which electrons can
be excited, the McLachlan and Lagrangian principles are
equivalent. With RAS, as described in the Introduction, if
α → β corresponds to an excitation from included to excluded,
then β is in shell (iv) or α is in shell (i) or (ii); furthermore,
β is not in shell (i) because shell (i) is fully occupied in the
included RAS configurations. In all of these cases, β → α
cannot connect an included configuration to an excluded one.
Specifically, if β is in shell (iv), then α is not; if α is in shell
(ii), then β is not, i.e., β is not in shells (i) or (ii). Either
way, the excitation β → α violates none of the constraints on
occupation number. If α is in shell (i), there is no excitation
β → α to consider.

D. Enforcing Hermiticity of g

In general, the Hermiticity of g, gαβ = g∗
βα , must be

enforced, so that the orbitals remain orthonormal. Because
the Hermitian dot product (“bra-ket”) of two vectors is a
nonanalytic function of the coefficients in the bra vector, the
variational principles become inequivalent.

To account for the nonanalytic constraint, we use real
arithmetic. Complex numbers are represented by two-vectors
of real numbers, z → {Re(z),Im(z)}, and operations upon them
from the left, including multiplication by complex numbers,
are represented by 2 × 2 matrices [57]. So, in a product abcd
of complex numbers, consider d to be a two-vector and a,b,c
to be 2 × 2 matrices. We will write vectors with regular font
and matrices with bold font. With this convention, the product
would be written abcd. The conjugation operator ∗ is the Pauli
matrix σz. Explicitly,

1 ≡
%

1 0
0 1

&
, i ≡

%
0 −1
1 0

&
, ∗ ≡

%
1 0
0 −1

&
. (34)
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are orthogonal to the orbitals, and results in Eqs. (8) and (13). In
the case of full configuration interaction, the derivation is fin-
ished because the matrix of time derivatives g is undetermined
and may be chosen arbitrarily. Otherwise, one must account for

the variations of the orbitals that correspond to a unitary trans-
formation among the orbitals. Those variations are defined in
terms of a functional derivative. For a function f (c⃗1,c⃗2, . . .) of
the orbital coefficients, the functional derivative is

δ

δαβ
f ≡ lim

ϵ→0

f (c⃗1, . . . c⃗α−1,c⃗α + ϵc⃗β . . .) − f (c⃗1, . . . c⃗α−1,c⃗α − ϵc⃗β . . .)
2ϵ

. (27)

For the Slater determinant basis,

δ

δαβ
|n⃗a⟩ = a

†
βaα|n⃗a⟩, (28)

so that the stationary condition may be evaluated from Eq. (26)
as

∀αβ

!
δ

δαβ
%

""""H − i
∂

∂t

""""%
#

= 0

=
$

aBc

A∗
aAc⟨n⃗a|a†

αaβ |x⃗B⟩
!
x⃗B

""""H − i
∂

∂t

""""n⃗c

#
. (29)

With

∂

∂t
|n⃗a⟩ =

$

γ δ

a†
γ aδ|n⃗a⟩

!
φγ

""""
∂

∂t
φδ

#
=

$

γ δ

a†
γ aδ|n⃗⟩(−ig)γ δ

(30)
plus terms orthogonal to all |n⃗⟩ and |x⃗⟩, and

QB ≡ ⟨x⃗B |H |%⟩ =
$

c

Ac⟨x⃗B |H |n⃗c⟩,

(31)
wBαβ ≡ ⟨x⃗B |a†

αaβ |%⟩ =
$

c

Ac⟨x⃗B |a†
αaβ |n⃗c⟩,

equation (29) becomes

∀αβ

$

γ δ

(w†w)αβγ δ (−igγ δ) = −i(w†Q)αβ (32)

for propagation; for relaxation,

∀αβ

$

γ δ

(w†w)αβγ δ (−igγ δ) = −(w†Q)αβ . (33)

We solve for the anti-Hermitian matrix −ig and arrange the
factors of i in this manner in order to clarify the exposition
below. The matrix −ig is simply the matrix of time derivatives
⟨φi | ∂

∂t
|φj ⟩.

Certain components of this matrix equation may be unde-
termined. Consider complete active space (CAS), with doubly
occupied core orbitals and full configuration interaction in
the remaining, “active” orbitals. Consider the orbitals to be
numbered such that the core orbitals come first. For such
a configuration basis, there are no overlaps ⟨n⃗a|a†

αaβ |x⃗B⟩ to
consider with α > β. We thus have the equations 0 = 0 for
the corresponding rows of the matrix equation, which may be
satisfied by any choice of the corresponding gαβ . The matrix
may be chosen Hermitian, and one is finished. No difference
has arisen between the McLachlan and Lagrangian variational
principles; they are both satisfied.

In general, for configuration interaction, the criterion that
the restricted configuration list must satisfy in order for the
matrix g to be able to be chosen Hermitian without accounting
for the constraint of orthonormality, making the two variational
principles, McLachlan and Lagrangian, equivalent is that for
every pair of orbitals α,β for which there exist an excluded
configuration A and included configuration a such that
⟨n⃗a|a†

αaβ |x⃗A⟩ is nonzero, i.e., for which α → β corresponds
to an excitation from an included configuration to an excluded
configuration, there are no b and B such that ⟨x⃗B |a†

αaβ |n⃗b⟩
is nonzero, i.e., β → α corresponds to no excitation from an
included configuration to an excluded configuration.

With restricted active space (RAS), for fermions, since
the restrictions on the configuration list are only functions of
orbital occupancy, and there is only one shell with minimum
occupancy into which electrons can be excited, and only one
shell with maximum occupancy from which electrons can
be excited, the McLachlan and Lagrangian principles are
equivalent. With RAS, as described in the Introduction, if
α → β corresponds to an excitation from included to excluded,
then β is in shell (iv) or α is in shell (i) or (ii); furthermore,
β is not in shell (i) because shell (i) is fully occupied in the
included RAS configurations. In all of these cases, β → α
cannot connect an included configuration to an excluded one.
Specifically, if β is in shell (iv), then α is not; if α is in shell
(ii), then β is not, i.e., β is not in shells (i) or (ii). Either
way, the excitation β → α violates none of the constraints on
occupation number. If α is in shell (i), there is no excitation
β → α to consider.

D. Enforcing Hermiticity of g

In general, the Hermiticity of g, gαβ = g∗
βα , must be

enforced, so that the orbitals remain orthonormal. Because
the Hermitian dot product (“bra-ket”) of two vectors is a
nonanalytic function of the coefficients in the bra vector, the
variational principles become inequivalent.

To account for the nonanalytic constraint, we use real
arithmetic. Complex numbers are represented by two-vectors
of real numbers, z → {Re(z),Im(z)}, and operations upon them
from the left, including multiplication by complex numbers,
are represented by 2 × 2 matrices [57]. So, in a product abcd
of complex numbers, consider d to be a two-vector and a,b,c
to be 2 × 2 matrices. We will write vectors with regular font
and matrices with bold font. With this convention, the product
would be written abcd. The conjugation operator ∗ is the Pauli
matrix σz. Explicitly,

1 ≡
%

1 0
0 1

&
, i ≡

%
0 −1
1 0

&
, ∗ ≡

%
1 0
0 −1

&
. (34)
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Dirac-Frenkel:

To	obtain	gmatrix	for	MCTDHF	equations	of	motion	consider	
variations	of	orbitals within	the	space	they	span

For	Restricted	Active	Space,	the	expression	for	g is	obtained	
from	the	Dirac-Frenkel variational principle,	
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Taking a complex-valued matrix equation AX = B, it may be
solved with real arithmetic as AX = B; the complex numbers
in A are translated to 2 × 2 matrices via the definitions of 1
and i above, and the vectors X and B are now taken to be
real vectors with twice their original dimensions, e.g., A →
{Re(A1),Im(A1),Re(A2), . . .} [57].

Restricting Hermiticity of g reduces the number of un-
knowns in the system of linear equations. For propagation,

∀αβ

!

γ<δ

[(w†w)αβγ δ − (w†w)αβδγ ∗](−igγ δ) = −i(w†Q)αβ .

(35)

For relaxation, the left-hand side has a factor of (−1) not (−i).
This equation may be simplified using the rectangular matrix,
defined only for γ < δ but both α < β and α > β,

Tαβγ δ = δαγ δβδ1 − δαδδβγ ∗ (36)

yielding

∀αβ

!

γ<δ

(w†wT )αβγ δ(−igγ δ) = −i(w†Q)αβ . (37)

We now have a greater number of equations than unknowns.
To proceed with the derivation we must account for the
constraint of orthonormality of the orbitals in considering the
variations on the left-hand side. We do not permit orbitals to
evolve as

φi(t + δ) = φi(t) +
!

j

ϵijφj (38)

with arbitrary ϵij ; to maintain orthonormality ϵij = −ϵ∗
ji . The

allowed variations of the wave function within the space
spanned by the orbitals are thus

'(t + δ) = '(t) + ϵ(a†
αaβ − a

†
βaα)'(t) (39)

and

'(t + δ) = '(t) + iϵ(a†
αaβ + a

†
βaα)'(t) (40)

with ϵ a real-valued infinitesimal. Defining
""""

δ

δ(αβ)r
'

#
≡

""""
δ

δαβ
'

#
−

""""
δ

δβα
'

#

= (a†
αaβ − a

†
βaα)|'⟩,

(41)""""
δ

δ(αβ)i
'

#
≡ i

""""
δ

δαβ
'

#
+ i

""""
δ

δβα
'

#

= i(a†
αaβ + a

†
βaα)|'⟩,

the statement of the Lagrangian, “time-dependent,” or energy-
conserving variational principles is thus

∀α<β Re
$

δ

δ(αβ)r
'

""""H − i
∂

∂t

""""'
#

= 0,

(42)

∀α<β Re
$

δ

δ(αβ)i
'

""""H − i
∂

∂t

""""'
#

= 0

and the McLachlan or minimum norm error principle takes the
imaginary parts

∀α<β Im
$

δ

δ(αβ)r
'

""""H − i
∂

∂t

""""'
#

= 0,

(43)

∀α<β Im
$

δ

δ(αβ)i
'

""""H − i
∂

∂t

""""'
#

= 0.

Placing the equations for variations ∂(αβ)r in the odd-
numbered rows of the resulting real-valued matrix equation,
and those for ∂(αβ)i in the even-numbered rows, Eq. (42) is
written as

∀α<β

!

γ δ

Tγ δαβ

%
Re⟨'|(a†

δaγ )(H − i ∂
∂t

)|'⟩
Im ⟨'|(a†

δaγ )(H − i ∂
∂t

)|'⟩

&

=
'

0
0

(

(44)
and one then obtains the real-valued antisymmetric matrix
equation

∀α<β

!

γ<δ

(T † iw†wT )αβγ δ(−igγ δ) = (T †w†Q)αβ (45)

for the Lagrangian, “time-dependent,” or energy-conserving
variational principle. Note that T and i do not commute, but i
and w are both complex numbers and so commute. Similarly,
the McLachlan or minimum norm error variational principle
[Eq. (43)] may be written as a real-valued symmetric matrix
equation as

∀α<β

!

γ<δ

(T †w†wT )αβγ δ(−igγ δ) = −(T † iw†Q)αβ ., (46)

Equations (46) and (45) are the final working expressions used
here. They apply regardless of permutation symmetry.

The issue of integrating the MCTDHF equations is entirely
a numerical one. It is not clear a priori which variational
principle will perform better in actual calculations, especially
as treated within an ad hoc mean field implementation such as
that used here [17].

It is not unreasonable to guess that some combination of
the two methods may provide the most stable result. While
the McLachlan and Lagrangian variational principles may not
be simultaneously satisfied for general restricted spaces, it is
trivial to solve the overdetermined system of linear equations
that combines them [Eq. (37)] in a least-squares manner. Any
justification as a variational principle is surely lost in such an
ad hoc method. However, as will be demonstrated, Eq. (46)
or (45) may be underdetermined at times during a propagation,
and therefore must be regularized to be stable for typical mean
field time steps. The hope is that when one is underdetermined,
the other is not, and therefore that the ad hoc combination will
result in well-determined, stable propagation.

We make an evenly weighted ad hoc combination of the
two variational principles by performing the least-norm-error
solution of Eq. (37) via singular value decomposition. We also
perform calculations in which we find the least-norm-error
simultaneous solution of Eq. (46), and Eq. (45) times a factor.
In this method, one variational principle is dominant, but the
other is also included to provide well-determined propagation.
With a factor of 1, this is equivalent to using Eq. (37). For the
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Lagrangian versus	MacLachlan
For	arbitrary	Slater	determinant	spaces	one	must	distinguish	between	
Lagrangian and	MacLachlan variational principles.		Consider	only	
variations	of	orbitals consistent	with	orthogonality constraint:

Machlachlan takes	the	
imaginary	part.

Dirac-Frenkel implies	
satisfaction	of	both	
MacLachlan and	Lagrangian
simultaneously	which	is	not	
always	possible
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FIG. 1: (Color online) Analysis of propagation for Beryllium test case. The legend in the left panel applies to all of them.

the second calculation the label Dirac-Frenkel is no longer
appropriate for the propagation because the McLachlan
and Lagrangian variational principles are distinguished.
We perform three different propagations of the initial
state, corresponding to these two variational principles
and their ad hoc combination, as described above.

The energies before and after the pulse for the various
calculations are listed in Table I. We have tried to con-
verge the numbers in Table I with respect to the mean
field time step. For the other results a time step of 0.01
atomic units is sufficient. They include the norm of the
error in the instantaneous derivative, defined as |QHΨ|
with Q the projector onto the configuration space ex-
cluded from the calculation, and the expectation value
of the energy, ⟨Ψ|H |Ψ⟩/⟨Ψ|Ψ⟩; these quantities are prop-
erties of each wave function individually. The restricted
configuration wave functions are compared with the full
CI wave function by computing their Hilbert space angle,
which for two wave functions Ψ and Ψ′ is

θ = cos−1

!
⟨Ψ|Ψ⟩ + ⟨Ψ′|Ψ′⟩

2 |⟨Ψ|Ψ′⟩|

"
, (55)

and for the BC2+ calculation, the norm of the difference,
|Ψ−Ψ′|.

All pulses have a sine-squared envelope.

A. Neutral Be, X-ray pulse

In order to compare the Dirac-Frenkel and density ma-
trix treatments, we calculate the dynamics of Be subject
to a laser pulse with central frequency 272eV, intensity
1018 W cm−2, and full duration 53as. We use a radial
grid with three finite elements, 3, 6, and 6 a0 long, com-
plex scaling the final element at an angle of 0.5 radians.
We use five orbitals, all with angular momentum projec-
tion ml = 0. In the restricted configuration list, we only
include configurations in which the combined occupancy
of the orbitals that begin as 1s and 2s is two or more.
Full configuration interaction includes 100 Slater deter-
minants, and the restricted configuration space uses 55
of them. With this restricted configuration list the varia-
tional principles are equivalent and are therefore referred

Calculation Start Finish Change

Be Full CI -14.30475 -12.71702 1.58773

Be Dirac-Frenkel -14.30460 -12.71675 1.58785

Be Density matrix -14.30322 -12.72322 1.58000

Be Denmat FCI -14.30322 -12.72320 1.58002

Be None, DF start -14.30460 -12.27275 2.03185

Be None, Den start -14.30322 -12.65978 1.64345

BC2+ Full CI -61.275139 -60.611515 0.663624

BC2+ Lagrangian -61.275135 -60.611508 0.663627

BC2+ McLachlan -61.275135 -60.611208 0.663927

BC2+ Combination -61.275135 -60.611330 0.663805

BC2+ None -61.275135 -60.645813 0.629322

TABLE I: Absolute energies of the wave functions before and
after the pulse, in atomic units (Hartree). Be results are cal-
culated using a mean field time step of 0.00002au; those for
BC2+, 0.001au. All digits except the last are converged with
respect to the mean field time step.

to as Dirac-Frenkel. In other words the first quadrant
(α < β in row and column) of Eq.(32) is sufficient; one
does not need to choose between Eq.(45) or (46), and if
used they produce equivalent results as implemented.

From Fig. 1 one can see that the Dirac-Frenkel con-
straint produces the closest approximation to the full
configuration interaction wave function, during the ini-
tial stages of the propagation. The errors in both the
derivative of the wave function and the wave function are
minimal using the Dirac-Frenkel constraint, until about
45 attoseconds. At the end of the propagation, the den-
sity matrix constraint has produced a superior wave func-
tion: the final Hilbert space angle is less than that for the
Dirac-Frenkel constraint. In the middle panel showing
the expectation value of the instantaneous Hamiltonian,
and in Table I, one can see that the initial energy of the
Dirac-Frenkel constrained wave function is much closer
to the full CI value than is that for the density matrix
constraint; at the end of the pulse, the Dirac-Frenkel re-
sult returns almost exactly to the full CI value. The
agreement in the change in energy – the physically rele-

Lagrangian variational principle	produces	best	agreement	with	
full	configuration	interaction	in	terms	of	work	done	by	the	pulse
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ONE	BIG	GOAL:		
Develop	ultrafast	multidimensional	spectroscopies	
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Ultrafast population transfer to excited valence levels of a molecule driven by x-ray pulses
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First-principles quantum-mechanical calculations of an intense-field ultrafast two-color core-hole stimulated
Raman process in nitric oxide are presented. They employ the multiconfiguration time-dependent Hartree-Fock
(MCTDHF) method with all 15 electrons active. These calculations demonstrate a robust excitation localized on
an atom through a core-electron stimulated Raman transition, the first step in proposed stimulated x-ray Raman
spectroscopy experiments. A total population transfer of approximately 41% into valence excited states and 30%
ionization is obtained via two concurrent 1.31-fs pulses with maximum intensities of 0.5 and 3×1017 W cm−2.
It is found that both resonant and nonresonant (via the continuum) Raman transitions contribute. All aspects of
these calculations except for ac Stark shifts are converged with a modest basis of 11 orbitals, demonstrating the
efficiency of MCTDHF for the treatment of nonperturbative electronic dynamics in molecules.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.90.053426 PACS number(s): 31.15.xv, 33.80.Eh

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently proposed techniques for using nonlinear x-ray
spectroscopy to study electronic dynamics in molecules
involve the creation of coherent linear combinations of valence
states using autoionizing core excited states as intermediates
[1–3]. This mechanism permits site specificity; the initial
valence excitation is localized on the atomic center supporting
the core excitation, and its subsequent evolution across the
molecule may be probed by core transitions on other centers.
The scientific motivations for the proposed construction of
new free-electron laser facilities [4–6] generally include this
class of experiments as a principal goal.

One experimental possibility that has received considerable
attention is that proposed by Biggs et al. [2], stimulated x-ray
Raman spectroscopy (SXRS) with broadband pulses. The
simplest version of this idea, called one-dimensional SXRS
(1D-SXRS), begins with an x-ray pulse that has a duration of
the order of 100 attoseconds. When tuned below the K edge
of a given atomic center, this broadband pulse stimulates a
Raman transition at that center, creating a localized coherent
wave packet of valence excited states. A second x-ray Raman
pulse probes the fate of the initial valence excitation, again in
a site-specific way. Higher-dimensional versions of this idea,
in particular two-dimensional SXRS (2D-SXRS) with three
broadband x-ray pulses, have also been explored [2]. These
ideas have a distinct advantage over proposals for nonlinear
spectroscopy, such as the extension of optical four-wave
mixing to the x-ray regime [7] or the original suggestion for
coherent x-ray Raman spectroscopy [8], in that they do not
involve phase matching between different x-ray pulses.

However, the proposed SXRS experiment does require that
the Raman pump pulse be able to excite a significant amount of
the population in a coherent valence wave packet so that its evo-
lution can be probed or modified by subsequent Raman scatter-
ing events. The motivation of the present study is to investigate
conditions that might allow a robust x-ray Raman pump of
coherent valence wave packets by intense ultrashort pulses.

We use the multiconfiguration time-dependent Hartree-
Fock (MCTDHF) method to calculate an ultrafast x-ray

stimulated Raman process in nitric oxide. The MCTDHF
method includes all nonrelativistic effects, accounting for
the presence of all photoionization, autoionization, and other
loss mechanisms, including strong-field effects, e.g., ac Stark
shifts, without a priori knowledge of the relevant states, with
all electrons active. Because these calculations have made
no assumptions beyond the nonrelativistic approximation,
they clearly demonstrate that short, intense x-ray pulses
may drive robust femtosecond population transfer among
valence states to create coherent electronic wave packets.
Notable experimental and theoretical studies that suggest this
conclusion is correct have appeared previously [9–11], but they
do not directly address the question we explore here, namely,
the quantification, in an ab initio study, of the possibility of
strong, coherent valence excitation by pulses of femtosecond
or shorter duration that have intensities that can be produced
by free-electron lasers.

The outline of this paper is as follows. Section II ex-
plains the Raman processes in the NO molecule studied
here. Section III describes the MCTDHF method and its
implementation, including ionization, and gives details of
the numerical calculations. In Sec. IV the issue of defining
transition energies in MCTDHF calculations, which is not
straightforward, is addressed. In Sec. V the Raman signal is
reported, and in Sec. VI the population transfer to a coherent
valence wave packet is analyzed. We conclude with some final
observations in Sec. VII.

II. STIMULATED RESONANT RAMAN TRANSITIONS
NEAR THE NITROGEN K EDGE

Our goal is to investigate an example of a Raman process
that will create a localized excitation that might be probed by
a second Raman process. We use a two-color Raman pump
pulse consisting of concurrent x-ray pulses with different
central energies and also different polarizations in order to
investigate a near-optimal case. The transitions may, however,
be driven by pulses with parallel polarization in a gas of
unoriented molecules. The pulse duration is chosen to be
1.31 fs, somewhat longer than those in the original SXRS

1050-2947/2014/90(5)/053426(7) 053426-1 ©2014 American Physical Society
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Parameters	of	pulse	used

Sin^2	envelope	FWHM	0.66fs,	duration	1.32fs

H-bar	Omega	=	402.6,	393.3eV

Intensity=5	x 1016,	3	x 1017 W	cm-2

Fixed-nuclei	calculation

Stokes:	perpendicular	
polarization

Pump:	parallel	polarization



Pump	absorption	due	to	
discrete	states	and	continuum	

Stokes	emission	
demonstrates	population	
transfer	to	discrete	states	
via	continuum



IMPULSIVE	RAMAN
(One	Color)

For	attosecond pulses,	
continuum	oscillator	
strength	dominates!
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Resonant Raman excitation by ultrafast vacuum ultraviolet laser pulses is a powerful means to study
electron dynamics in molecules, but experiments must contend with linear background ionization:
frequencies high enough to reach resonant core-valence transitions will usually ionize all occupied orbitals
as well, and the ionization cross sections are usually dominant. Here we show that attosecond pulses
can induce a process, transient impulsive stimulated Raman scattering, which can overwhelm valence
ionization. Calculations are performed for atomic sodium, but the principal is valid for many molecular
systems. This approach opens the path for high-fidelity multidimensional spectroscopy with attosecond
pulses.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.114.143005 PACS numbers: 32.80.Qk, 33.20.Fb

High harmonic generation sources and free-electron
lasers can both produce pulses of short wavelength coher-
ent radiation with duration τ on the order of a single
femtosecond or less, and coherent bandwidth ℏ=Δτ of
several eV [1–6]. This is the energy spread associated with
electronic structure. Attosecond pulses therefore offer
routes to study and potentially manipulate ultrafast electron
dynamics of atoms and molecules on their intrinsic
time scale.
Several experimental protocols have been proposed to

study this new regime. Intense ultrashort pulses at extreme
ultraviolet (XUV) or x-ray frequencies can excite a local-
ized atomic core electron in a molecule to the valence
levels. This creates a coherent localized valence electronic
wave packet, which can be probed with additional pulses
to map out the paths of ultrafast energy and coherence
transport in molecular systems [7–10]. The potential
applications of such coherent methods in molecules are
vast [11–13].
Such multidimensional spectroscopies must contend

with the significant feature that core-valence transitions
are embedded in the ionization continuum of the molecule.
Therefore, propagation of the excited electronic state
generally occurs in the ion or dication rather than the
neutral molecule. Raman scattering can transfer some
population from the core states in the continuum back
down to excited valence states. This is the principle that
underlies resonant inelastic x-ray scattering. Unfortunately,
Raman cross sections are quite small, so ionization is by far
the dominant effect.
Coherent Raman methods such as stimulated rapid

adiabatic passage have led to efficient population transfer
to excited states, but have severe limitations when the levels
are broadened by coupling to the continuum [14]. More
recently, multiwavelength stimulated Raman methods and

seeded Raman lasers have been proposed or demon-
strated [9,15].
Here we carried out a detailed study of the transient

impulsive electronic Raman transition efficiency initiated
by high field attosecond XUV pulses and its competition
with one-photon ionization. We show that this process can
create wave packets in neutral molecules, using atomic
sodium as a test case. Furthermore, we show that the
electronic Raman redistribution has the remarkable prop-
erty that for intense pulses of 1 fs or less it can overwhelm
ionization to become the dominant process for electronic
excitation in the molecule, and an efficient process for
nonlinear spectroscopies. Our calculations are done in
neutral sodium and for pulses in the 30–40 eV region of
the 2p-ns and 2p-nd autoionizing resonances, but the
principle should be general and can be extended to 1s
excitation by x rays from next generation free-electron
lasers.
In the perturbative limit the scattering differential cross

section, involving initial state m and final state k, can be
obtained from Fermi’s golden rule and the Kramers
Heisenberg formula [16,17]:

dσ
dΩ

¼ ðN þ 1Þω
3ω0

c4
j~ε · αkm · ε0~ j2; ð1Þ

where dΩ is the solid angle of the outgoing photon, which
is a δ function along the photon propagation direction.
Equation (1) describes absorption of a photon of fre-
quency ω’ and emission of another at ω. ε0~ and ~ε are the
polarization vectors of the incident and emitted photon,
respectively, and polarizability tensor αkm is

ðαkmÞij ¼
1

ℏ

X

n

!
−

μinmμ
j
kn

ω − ωnk − iΓ

"
; ð2Þ
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cross sections and Auger decay rates are computed using
the scattering wave function obtained using the complex-
Kohn variational method [22,23]. The continuum states
were expanded using the same Gaussian basis set described
above, and numerical continuum functions up to lmax ¼ 6
were included. One-photon single ionization of a 3s state in
the resonance region is shown in Fig. 1. The autoionization
rates are computed assuming that there is only one
intermediate state involved in a discrete transition from
an initial to a particular final state. The decay rates for the
5 intermediate states are shown in Table II. Here we have
once again used the Rydberg scaling law. We use their
average value in computing the tensor polarizability
[Eq. (2)].
We plot the Raman probability as a function of maxi-

mum laser intensity in Fig. 2. Here the pulse duration
(FWHM) is 1 fs and the central frequency is 35.0 eV. The
transition probability increases quadratically in intensity
and the time-dependent calculation shows that the
saturation limit is reached at I0 ¼ 2 × 1016 W=cm2. The
perturbative result fails at high intensities, as expected.
Both methods predict that ∼10% saturation limit is reached
at I0 ¼ 5 × 1015 W=cm2. The dipole matrix elements
coupling the initial and intermediate states are strong,
and at the intensities considered here, Rabi oscillations
could occur and compete with the Raman process. We
have found that this effect becomes important for I0 >
2 × 1016 W=cm2 [18]. This is evident from the figure,

where we observe a decrease in the Raman probability
above that intensity.
Figure 3(a) compares the probability of the electronic

Raman transition to that of the one-photon single ionization
process obtained in the perturbative limit. Note that here the
probability for ionization is obtained by taking the product
of F0 and the cross section and integrating over the
bandwidth of the pulse. In Fig. 3(b) we compare the two
processes modeled by the time-dependent approach. In
both cases the parameter of the pulse is the same as the
previous calculation. The low intensity regime is dominated
by the direct ionization, while for intensities greater than
1015 W=cm2 the electronic Raman transition starts to
dominate.
Figure 4 shows the influence of pulse duration on the

Raman process. Here, we focus on the perturbative calcu-
lation, and the maximum intensity is 5 × 1015 W=cm2 for
the 1 fs pulse. The total pulse energy (i.e., F0 integrated
over the bandwidth) is the same for each pulse. When
the pulse duration is long (≥3 fs), ionization overwhelms
the Raman process. As the pulse duration is decreased, the
Raman transition increases rapidly, and for pulse duration
∼1 fs it dominates the background ionization.
This rapid increase in the Raman probability becomes

evident when its resonances [Eq. (1) without the N þ 1
factor] are plotted as a function of both incident and emitted
photon energies (Fig. 5). We also plot the energy bandwidth
of our Gaussian-shaped pulse envelope, centered at 35 eV,
for 1, 3, and 5 fs pulses. The Raman transitions become

TABLE II. Autoionization rates computed using the complex-
Kohn variational method.

Intermediate state Autoionization rate (a.u.)

ð1PÞ4s 1.36 × 10−5

ð1PÞ5s 6.96 × 10−6

ð1PÞ6s 4.03 × 10−6

ð1PÞ3d 3.37 × 10−4

ð1PÞ4d 1.41 × 10−4
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FIG. 2 (color online). The electronic Raman transition proba-
bility for Na atom as a function of maximum laser intensity (I0).
The final state population from a model time-dependent calcu-
lation is also shown. The pulse duration (FWHM) is 1 fs and the
central frequency is 35.0 eV.
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FIG. 3 (color online). Raman transition probability (black
line) and one-photon single ionization probability (red line)
in Na atom as a function of maximum laser intensity. The
result obtained using perturbation theory is shown. Pulse
parameters are equal to Fig. 2.
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In	the	previous	plot	I	
showed	that	optimum	
population	transfer	
occurs	not	around	35eV	
but	above	38	and	
below	27.

Model	result	35eV	1fs/3.25eV	FWHM

But	considering	my	result	at	1.2	Hartree (about	35eV)	in	the	previous	graph,	we	
agree	at	1015 (about	half	a	percent	population	transfer)	but	then	my	result	
maxes	out	at	about	1	x	1015 not	2	x	1016.						arxiv 1610.01190
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Hypothesis	– red	detuned	is	sometimes	
better	than	the	conventional-wisdom	sweet	
spot	for	impulsive	Raman	transitions	

Conventional-wisdom	sweet	spot	is	
red	detuned	pump,	blue	detuned	Stokes

arxiv 1609.04175
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Abstract: Charge motion is the fundamental process that drives all chemistry.  Multidimensional X-Ray spectroscopy has 
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multidimensional x-ray spectroscopy has yet to be demonstrated, but recent experiments at the LCLS have taken the first step 
by observing stimulated x-ray Raman scattering (SXRS). SXRS and multidimensional spectroscopy are examples of non-
linear spectroscopies, which play a vital role in the science goals of LCLS-II. Using x-rays to produce coherent electronic 
excitations, as we propose here, will prepare the way for LCLS-II science.  Our proposal intends to use a previously untapped 
property of LCLS, its large coherent bandwidth when operating in “V-slotted-foil” mode, to create spatially localized 
coherent electronic disturbances at specific atomic locations in molecules.  We will then follow the migration of these excited 
electrons by means of Auger electron spectroscopy probed by a second time-delayed x-ray pulse, produced using the “twin 
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NO2 calculations:	grid	55	x	55	x	55	
(1097 primitive	Slater	determinants),	
spacing	0.29	bohr,	full	CI	23	electrons	in	15	orbitals
(621075	Slater	determinants	in	MCTDHF)

arxiv.org 1609.04220	
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LBNL-AMO-MCTDHF	code	is	available	for	download,	version	1.32

https://github.com/LBNL-AMO-MCTDHF
https://commons.lbl.gov/display/csd/LBNL-AMO-MCTDHF

http://danhax.us/Research/LBNL-AMO-MCTDHF.html

END

All	results	here	were	calculated	on	LBL’s Lawrencium	supercluster.	

scs.lbl.gov

Khaled Ibrahim,	Sam	Willams,	Sherry	(Xiaoye)	L,
Computing	Sciences	Division	LBL

(DOE	SCIDAC	COLLABORATION)

Thorsten Kurth,
Nuclear	Science	Division

LBL

Brant	Abeln

http://danhax.us/ITAMP2016.pdf http://danhax.us/ITAMP2016.pdf



Obtain	complete	basis	limit	easily	with	this	grid	method.		

Wave	function
represented	entirely	
in	complex	plane

Haxton,	Lawler,	McCurdy
PRA	83,	063416	(2011)



ELECTRONIC	
REPRESENTATION	
FOR	POLYATOMICS



sinc(x) � sin(�x)
�x

Polyatomic	grid	method	using	sinc basis	functions

�i1i2i3(x, y, z) = sinc(x/�� i1)sinc(y/�� i2)sinc(z/�� i3)



A)	Use	Poisson’s	equation	to	obtain	sparse	representation	of	1/r12 via	kinetic	energy

An	ideal	resolution-of-the-identity	approximation	in	which	the	auxilliary basis,	the	
basis	in	which	the	density	is	expanded,	is	the	same	as	the	basis	used	in	the	
calculation.		

Following	McCurdy,	Baertschy,	and	Rescigno,	J.	Phys.	B,	37,	R137	(2004)
See	http://arxiv.org/abs/1507.03324,	to	appear	in	Mol.	Phys.

Polyatomic	grid	method	using	sinc basis	functions

��i�j| 1
r12

|�k�l� � �3
�i�k

�3
�j�l

2��3(T�1)�i�j
Limit	of	matrix	inverse	as	size	
of	matrix	goes	to	infinity

-

-



B)	Basis	functions	are	all	the	same,	just	translated

à Matrix	elements	of	any	translationally invariant	operator
in	this	Cartesian	product	sinc basis,	having	a	translational	automorphism

are	TRIPLE	TOEPLITZ (3-level	Toeplitz)

Polyatomic	grid	method	using	sinc basis	functions

��i�j| 1
r12

|�k�l� = �(�i � �a)(�j � �a)| 1
r12

|(�k � �a)(�l � �a)�

T�i�j = t�i��j 2��3(T�1)�i�j = v�i��j
-

-��i|T |�j� = �(�i � �a)|T |(�j � �a)�



Triple	Toeplitz matrix-vector	multiplication	
(Triple	Toeplitz	Matvec)

v��
i1,i2,i3 =

�

j1,j2,j3

��
j1,j2,j3�

�
j1,j2,j3vi1�j1,i2�j2,i3�j3

[��||��] =
�

i1,i2,i3

��
i1,i2,i3�

�
i1,i2,i3v

��
i1,i2,i3

Reduced	potential	due	to	a	transition	density	is	obtained	via	triple	
Toeplitz matrix-vector	multiplication

A	two-electron	matrix	element	is	the	contraction	of	the	
reduced	potential	with	another	transition	density



Toeplitz matrices

A	B	C	D
Z	A	B	C
Y	Z	A	B
X	Y	Z	A

Mij =	mi-j e.g M	=	

A	rank-n Toeplitz matrix	may	be	embedded	in	a	rank-m circulant matrix,	m=2n

0	X	Y	Z	A	B	C	D
D	0	X	Y	Z	A	B	C
C	D	0	X	Y	Z	A	B
B	C	D	0	X	Y	Z	A
A	B	C	D	0	X	Y	Z
Z	A	B	C	D	0	X	Y
Y	Z	A	B	C	D	0	X
X	Y	Z	A	B	C	D	0

Cij =	cmod(i-j,	m) e.g C	=	

Toeplitz matrix-vector	multiplication	may	be	accomplished	in	O(n log	n)	
multiplication	operations	using	Fast	Fourier	Transform



Triple	Toeplitz matrices

A	rank-N	(e.g.	N=n3)	triple	Toeplitz matrix	
may	be	embedded	in	a	rank-8N	triple	circulant matrix

Triple	Toeplitz mat-vec using	O(N	log	N)	multiplication	operations	via	
3D	Fast	Fourier	Transform

Mi1i2i3,j1j2j3 = m(i1�j1)(i2�j2)(i3�j3)

This	was	a	key	insight	of	mine,	something	not	known	in	my	science	
community,	but	very	useful	generally.
Can	be	found	in	this	reference:

Jie Chen	and	Tom	Li.		Parallelizing	the	conjugate	gradient	algorithm	for	multilevel	
Toeplitz systems.		Procedia Computer	Science	18,	571	(2013)



Implemented	3	algorithms	for	3-dimensional	Fast	Fourier	Transform	
(3D	FFT)	using	distributed	memory	(MPI)	for	triple	Toeplitz matvec.

Used	libraries	for	local	FFTs,	then	built	MPI	parts	myself.

Although	MPI	FFTs are	available	(e.g.	Intel),	building	my	own	MPI	FFT	
allows	maximum	portability	and	makes	optimization	easy.

MPI	FFT	Algorithms
(1) All-to-all	/	some-to-some,	transposing	indices
(2) Some-to-some,	without	transposing	indices,	MPI	Cooley-Tukey

on	each	index
(3) MPI	Cooley-Tukey with	MPI	recursion

(1)	Is	common	knowledge;	(2)	and	(3)	seem	less	well	known	

Triple	Toeplitz mat-vec



PARALLELIZATION	OF	
MCTDHF	METHOD



Parallelization	of	MCTDHF	method

Three	aspects:
1) Slater	determinants
2) Different	orbitals,	different	processors	atom	&	diatomic
3) Every	orbital	divided	among	all	processors	polyatomics

CONTENTS 13

first, one is going to perform excitations or annihilations subsequently – or alternatively, second, if
using density matrix constraint (constraintflag=1) in the subsequent propagation step.

• Try larger time steps as described above. If you have a high frequency or strong laser and you
are trying to take large time steps (e.g. for big A-vector), try the new variable littlesteps > 1
which may improve accuracy and stability in addition to speed, as described above.

• Use the smallest primitive basis possible until you are doing production runs. Go as small as you
can without much static appearing in your result. First make sure things are qualitatively right.
Absolute energies are not relevant. Gauge dependence is. Don’t sweat getting transitions
energies right, unless something is qualitatively wrong. Often transition/ionization energies can be
o⇥ by an eV or more.

0.6 Nomenclature

Here are some quick statements about the terms used in this manual.

We sometime use the terms configuration and Slater determinant interchangeably. Sometimes when
we write configuration, we mean either a Slater determinant or a spin adapted sum of Slater determinants.
But usually, we just mean Slater determinant.

The wave function is made of a time dependent linear combination of Slater determinants. The coef-
ficients in the linear combination are time dependent. The Slater determinants are also time dependent,
because they are made of orbitals that are time dependent. Sometimes (with allspinproject=1, default)
the spin symmetry of the wave function is enforced. Then, the wave function is first represented as a
linear combination of spin adapted linear combinations (SALCs is an acronym we have seen) of Slater
determinants. Those linear combinations, the SALCs, are computed when the code starts.

So, not worrying about whether or not we are discussing Slater determinants (allspinproject=0) or
spin adapted linear combinations thereof (allspinproject=1), we will generally use the term “configu-
ration.”

Again, we borrow from the MCTDH implementation of the Heidelberg group for not only the notation
used in the equations, but also the terms by which they are referred to and often even the variable names
in the code.

Orbitals are the same thing as single particle functions, SPFs. The configuration coe⌅cients are the
“A-vector,” �A. We have one- and two-electron reduced density matrix operators � and �, the reduced
potential w, the reduced mean field operator W�⇥ =

⇧
⇤⌅ �⇤⌅

�⇥w⇤⌅, and the one-electron Hamiltonian h0.
The orbitals are �⇤; the coe⌅cients of ⇤� are �c�.

For restricted configuration spaces, in which the orbitals are constrained to rotate into one another,
we compute the g�⇥ = ⇤⇤�|i ⇧

⇧t |⇤⇥⌅ matrix. The matrix elements of g among configurations are called ⇥ .

i
⇧

⇧t
�A = (H � ⇥) �A

i
⇧

⇧t
�⇤ =

⇤
(1 � P )

�
��1W + h0

⇥
+ g

⌅
�⇤



Parallelization	of	MCTDHF	method

Three	aspects:
1) Slater	determinants

The	Slater	determinant	list	is	kept	completely	arbitrary;	each	
determinant	is	given	a	different	index,	and	the	sparse	structure	of	
matrices	is	tabulated	before	the	calculation	starts.		Then	two	modes	
are	available:	(A)	sparse	matrices	can	be	explicitly	constructed	in-
between	each	mean	field	time	step,	or	(B)	direct	CI	in	which	sparse	
matrices	are	never	constructed,	loops	over	orbitals

2) Different	orbitals,	different	processors	atom	&	diatomic
3) Every	orbital	divided	among	all	processors	polyatomics



Parallelization	of	MCTDHF	method

Three	aspects:
1) Slater	determinants
2) Different	orbitals,	different	processors	atom	&	diatomic

Among	blocks	of	nblock processors	(e.g.	20	processors,	nspf=10	
orbitalsà 2	blocks,	nblock=10),	only	nspf4/nblock two-electron	
matrix	elements,	nspf2/nblock elements	of	W,	w are	stored
Some-to-some	operation	required	for	reduced	operator	W		

3) Every	orbital	divided	among	all	processors	polyatomics

CONTENTS 13
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Parallelization	of	MCTDHF	method

Three	aspects:
1) Slater	determinants
2) Different	orbitals,	different	processors	atom	&	diatomic
3) Every	orbital	divided	among	all	processors	polyatomics

Cubic	grids	nx=ny=nz are	used	and	1,	2,	or	3	dimensions	are	divided	
among	procesors.
E.g.	 64x64x64,	32	processors,	64x64x2	each	

135x135x135,	81	processors,	135x15x15	each

Densities	are	constructed	locally,	then	parallel	communication	occurs	
during	MPI	3D	fast	Fourier	transform	(different	MPI	3D	FFT	methods	
implemented)	



More	NO



2D, 2S-,	2S+ overall
1D, 3S-,	1S+ valence	shell



The	first	electron	can	be	in	any	of	the	three	spots.		

Depending	on	which	spot	it’s	in,	the	transition	illustrated	here	
from	sigma	to	N	1s	takes	you	the	B’	2D,	G	2S-,	and	I	2S+	states.



B� 2� 60400
G 2�� 63000
I 2�+ 63500





Convergence	with	respect	to	orbitals – core	states



Convergence	with	respect	to	orbitals – core	states



Convergence	with	respect	to	orbitals – valence	states



Convergence	with	respect	to	orbitals – valence	states



Photoionization



Photoionization

Apply	few	cycle	perturbative pulse.	

Analyze	wave	function	after	pulse	(50fs):

Use	a	Fourier	transform	with	flux	operator
Also	can	project	onto	final	cation states

Formally:	flux	operator	F;	Θ is	1	in	ionization	region,		0	elsewhere
àmath	à

Antihermitian part	of
ECS	hamiltonian

Formalism	of	Heidelberg	group	(they	use	complex	absorbing	potentials,	
inappropriate	for	electrons)



Need	matrix	elements	between	nonorthogonal slater determinants	at	t,	t’

Overlap	and	Hamiltonian	matrix	elements	are	FULL.		Intractable.
Solution:	transform	orbitalsϕα(t), ϕα(t’) to	biorthogonal basis

<ϕα(t)|ϕβ(t’)>=sαβ φ(t’)=s-1 ϕ(t’)      <ϕα(t)|φβ(t’)>=δαβ

Must	transform	A-vector	at	time	t’	to	leave	wave	fn	unchanged

!
Full

Choose
sparse
branch

Photoionization



HF:	Valence	photoionization PRA	86,	013406
PA
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Favorable	comparison	between	results	calculated	with	time-dependent	
LBNL-AMO-MCTDHF	code	(lines)	and	time-independent	
complex	Kohn	scattering	code	of	Rescigno and	McCurdy	(dotted	lines)
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Partial	photoionization flux	O2:	integrals	dt and	dE agree

Flux	integral	dE Flux	integral	dt

(Nontrivial,	different	formulas)



SCALING	
CARTESIAN



Complex	coordinate	scaling	for	molecules 1

Im(x)

Re(x) ❃❃❃

❂❂❂

Im(x)

Re(x)

❃❃❃

❂❂❂

Exterior	complex	scaling	so	that	the	nuclei	are	on	the	grid



Complex	coordinate	scaling	for	molecules

Everywhere	complex	scaling	so	that	the	nuclei	are	on	the	grid

Im(x)

Re(x)



1

Im(x)

Re(x) ❃❃❃

❂❂❂

Im(x)

Re(x)

❃❃❃

❂❂❂

Is	this	possible?		Straight	scaling	with	nuclei	not	on	the	grid?

Complex	coordinate	scaling	for	molecules



Straight	complex	scaling	does	not	seem	possible	for	molecules

1

Im(x)

Re(x) ❃❃❃

❂❂❂

Im(x)

Re(x)

❃❃❃

❂❂❂

X = xei�

Y = yei�

Z = zei�

Consider	nucleus	at	(0,0,1)

r =	sqrt[	X2 +	Y2 +	(Z	– 1)2 ]

r2 =	0			at		x2 +	y2 =	sin2	(θ),	z =	cos(θ)

r is	NOT	SINGLE	VALUED	

y

x

(	.	.	.	.	but	.	.	.	what	if	the	scaling	is	done	with	quaternions?		Complex	scaled	
quantum	mechanics	with	biquaternions?

)

X = eî�x Y = eĵ�y Z = ek̂�z

h
�

�t
� = H�



Complex	coordinate	scaling	for	sinc DVR
OUTSTANDING	ISSUE:

Complex	coordinate	scaling	destroys	triple	Toeplitz structure	of	
kinetic	energy	matrix	and	therefore	kinetic	energy	matrix	inverse.

We	DO	NOT	have	a	good	way	to	complex	scale	the	two-electron	
operator	with	a	stretched/scaled	basis.

We	WANT	a	way	to	use	triple	Toeplitz trick	with	a	stretched/scaled	
basis!		

(But…	we	really	should	try	quaternion	straight	scaling	which	would	
avoid	this	problem)
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Complex	coordinate	scaling	for	sinc DVR
Model	potential

V = 0.35(x2 + y2 + z2) exp
�
�0.13[x2 + y2 + (z � 2)2]� 0.13[x2 + y2 + (z + 2)2]

�

Converged	prolate spheroidal result
energy= 1.15898996		 -0.0110861052	i CWM

spacing						 points							energy
-------------------------------------------------

0.10	bohr 2563 1.158989961	 -0.011086105	i

0.13	bohr 2003 1.158989963	 -0.011086085	i
0.13	bohr 2403 1.158989963		 -0.011086085	i

0.20 bohr 963 1.158951414 -0.011102016	i
0.20 bohr 1283 1.158989937 -0.011086103	i
0.20 bohr 1603 1.158989937 -0.011086103	i



Complex	coordinate	scaling	for	sinc DVR
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NUCLEAR	
MOTION



Prolate coordinates	ξ,	η,	azimuthal angle	ϕ

Prolate spheroidal coordinates	for	diatoms	
with	nuclear	motion

f

See	Tao,	Rescigno,	McCurdy		PRA	79,	012719,	PRA	80,	013402	(2009);	PRA	82,	023423	(2010)

Prolate spheroidal Hamiltonian:		Esry &	Sadeghpour,	PRA	60,	3604	(1999)



One	set	of	orbitals used	for	all	nuclear	geometries,
parameterized	by	nuclear	geometry.

Cusps	follow	nuclei.

Vibrational transitions	converge	with	respect	to	number	of	orbitals.



Natural	orbital	occupations	
are	close	to	those	
of	Born	Oppenheimer	wave	
function	–
Prolate coordinates	are	good



10

ν < E > ⟨T ⟩ ⟨V ⟩ ⟨r1⟩ ⟨r21⟩ ⟨r2⟩ ⟨r22⟩ ⟨R⟩ ⟨R2⟩ D

5σ 1π H2 0 -1.16008 1.16006 -2.32014 1.5834 3.1894 1.5834 3.1893 1.4553 2.1451 0.0000

8σ 1π H2 0 -1.16088 1.16085 -2.32174 1.5784 3.1620 1.5784 3.1620 1.4527 2.1383 0.0000

Ref. [63]a, [64]b 0 -1.16403a,b 1.16403b 2.32805b 1.4487a 2.1270a

5σ 1π B.O. 0 -2.32242 1.5773 3.1557 1.5773 3.1557 1.4520 2.1367 0.0000

5σ 1π H2 1 -1.14047 1.14040 -2.28087 1.6270 3.3691 1.6270 3.3691 1.5482 2.4787 0.0000

8σ 1π H2 1 -1.14156 1.14167 -2.28324 1.6295 3.38286 1.6295 3.3826 1.5482 2.4817 0.0000

Ref. [63] 1 -1.14506 1.5453 2.4740

5σ 1π HD 0 -1.16164 1.16158 -2.32322 1.57520 3.14928 1.57547 3.15029 1.44634 2.11511 -.0005391

Ref. [65] 0 -1.16547 1.57119 3.13009 1.57148 3.13120 1.44223 2.10432

5σ 1π B.O. 0 -2.32506 1.5738 3.1409 1.5738 3.1409 1.4456 2.1142 0.0

6-σ 1π LiH 0 -8.03762 8.03765 -16.0753 2.5808 7.8354 1.9864 6.6936 3.0834 9.5398 2.3458

Ref.[66] 0 -8.06644 2.5651 7.74517 1.9719 6.5857 3.0610 9.4197

6-σ 1π BO 0 -16.08629 2.6219 8.1238 2.0066 6.8593 3.1285 9.8404 2.3306

TABLE III: Properties of vibronic states. The H2 calculation is from a state averaged calculation on the ν = 0 and ν = 1
states. Otherwise the energy of the ground vibrational state has been minimized. With six σ and one π orbital for LiH, fixed
nuclei at 3.015, the dipole moment calculated was 2.2856 atomic units as may be compared with the prior result of 2.306 [67].

and for nuclear motion

ρnuc(R,R′) =
!

dξdηdφ
R3(ξ2 − η2)

8
ψ(ξ, η,φ, R)ψ∗(ξ, η,φ, R′)

(42)

have exactly the same same nonzero eigenvalues, ρi. The
complete wave function may be expressed in terms of the
eigenfunctions, ϕel

i (ξ, η,φ) and ϕnuc
i (R) of these matrices

as

ψ(ξ, η,φ, R) =
"

i

ρ1/2i ϕel
i (ξ, η,φ)ϕ

nuc
i (R) (43)

The ρi are the natural occupations, and are a measure
of the degree to which the parametric dependence of the
prolate spheroidal coordinates upon the bond length fol-
lows the change in the electronic wave function within the
Franck-Condon region. In contrast, beyond ρ1 the occu-
pation numbers in cartesian coordinates x, y, z that do
not follow the nuclei would be much higher. In Table II
we show two sets of occupation numbers, those for the
Born Oppenheimer approximation to the ground vibra-
tional state and those for the the numerically exact wave
function whose energy agrees with Ref. [62], and the oc-
cupations are comparable. In Figure 1 we plot the pairs
of corresponding natural orbitals in ξ, η (independent of
φ since m = 0) and in R, obtained from the exact wave
function natural orbitals. In this example, only slight
differences exist between these and those from the Born-
Oppenheimer or improved adiabatic [43] wave functions
in the same coordinate system.
For a more complicated system, the concept of these

coordinate-system-dependent natural occupations can be
generalized. For a multielectron wave function, the gen-
eralization of the natural orbitals in R is straightforward.
In this case, for the electronic degrees of freedom, we

would have natural multielectron wave functions, not just
orbitals, corresponding to the same set density matrix el-
genvalues. For a polyatomic system, we expect that the
number of terms needed to converge the Schmidt decom-
position analogous to Eq.(43), as indicated by the the R-
natural orbital or natural wave function occupation num-
bers will be a measure of the suitability of a hypothetical
geometry-dependent electronic coordinate system. One
could compare two different choices of coordinate systems
for the electronic degree of freedom (which like prolate
spheroidal coordinates need not be orthogonal to R) by
computing only the eigenvalues of the reduced density
matrix, ρnuc, for a suitable wave function.

C. Vibrational states

In Table III we give properties calculated using MCT-
DHF for the J=0 ground vibrational states of LiH, for
H2, and HD, using a modest number of orbitals, with
comparison to exact nonadiabatic results from the liter-
ature. The reported values for H2 are obtained from a
calculation in which the first two vibrational states are
simultaneously optimized using the same set of orbitals,
whereas the other results are from optimizing the ground
ν = 0 state only. These calculations all use a single π or-
bital and varying numbers of σ orbitals. Differences in
energies from the exact result on the order of several mil-
lihartree for HD and H2 or tens of millihartree for LiH
are apparent. The various expectation values differ by
approximately one percent or less from their exact val-
ues, even though in our multiconfiguration wave function
a relatively small number of electronic orbitals have been
used to span all gridpoints in R which number from 36
for H2 to 48 for LiH. For the calculations Tables II and
III and Fig. 2 we use nuclear masses mH = 1836.152701,
mD = 3670.483014, mLi = 12789.395862.
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WE	WANT	TO	DECOMPOSE	THE	SIGNAL	FROM	A	NONLINEAR	
LASER	EXPERIMENT	INTO	ITS	CONTRIBUTIONS	FROM	DIFFERENT	
NUMBERS	OF	PHOTONS	ABSORBED/EMITTED	FROM	EACH	LASER	
USED	IN	THE	EXPERIMENT.
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Abstract
We have measured momentum-space images of low-energy electrons generated
by the interaction of short intense laser pulses with argon atoms at high
intensities. We have done this over a wavelength range from 400 to 800 nm. The
spectra show considerable structure in both the energy and angular distributions
of the electrons. Some, but not all, energy features can be identified as multi-
photon resonances. The angular structure shows a regularity which transcends
the resonant structure and may be due instead to diffraction. The complexity of
the results defies easy model-dependent interpretations and invites full solutions
to Schrödinger’s equation for these systems.

(Some figures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version)

Introduction

The simplest approach to the discussion of ejection of electrons from neutral systems by short
intense laser pulses is to distinguish two different regions, depending on the intensity of the
laser [1, 2]. If the intensity is sufficiently low, one is in the ‘multi-photon’ region. If it is

sufficiently high, one is in the tunnelling region. If the Keldysh parameter [3] γ
!
=

"
Ip

2Up

#

is large, the process can be described as proceeding through the absorption of some integral
number of photons, leading to ATI (above threshold ionization) structure [4]. In this region,
the electron energy spectra and angular distributions often show complex resonant structures,
known as Freeman resonances, with associated discrete l-values of the continuum electrons.
Many experimental studies of electron spectra in this region have been reported (e.g., [5–15]).
On the other hand, if γ is small, the electric field can be treated as classical and the ultimate
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Wavelength dependence of momentum-space images of low-energy electrons 1959

Figure 5. Similar to figure 2 for 640 nm, for three different laser peak intensities.

detector. The assigned intensities were deduced on first principles from the measured laser
power, pulse length and shape of the laser beam in the far-field region before the focusing
mirror. We expect these to be accurate to approximately 30%. On the basis of measured yields
of Ar ions [32] over the intensity range used here at 800 nm, we expect that the contribution
of double ionization to the electron spectra is below 10%, usually much lower.

The momentum spectra

Figures 2 and 3 show density plots of the electron momentum spectra for different wavelengths
at the intensities indicated. The vertical scale is the number of counts in a logarithmic
presentation, while the horizontal and vertical axes are the electron momenta parallel to and
perpendicular to the laser polarization, pz and pt , respectively. The data are integrated over
the azimuthal angle around the polarization vector. We note that this presentation forces the
distribution to go to zero on the pz = 0 axis. The Keldysh parameter γ and peak laser intensity
are shown on each panel. All values of γ lie below unity. The spectra are measured for both
positive and negative values of pz and are symmetric about pz = 0. However, due to the use
of the magnetic field, ‘nodes’ in the electron spectra appear at flight times which correspond
to multiples of the electron cyclotron period [23, 30]. The magnetic field was usually adjusted
to place a node just to one side of pz = 0. After verifying that the structure (away from the
node) was the same for positive and negative pz, we used only data on the node-free side and
reflected it about pz = 0 to make the figures presented here.

Similar to the results of Rudenko et al [23], the spectra show complex structure in both
energy and angle in the low-energy region. Since the purpose of this paper is to examine

J.	Phys.	B:	At.	Mol.	Opt.	Phys.	39,	1955	(2006)
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See	also	Chen	et	al,	
“Light	induced	states	in	attosecond
transient	absorption	spectra	of	
laser-dressed	Helium”
Phys	Rev	A	86,	063408	(2013)

Transient	XUV	absorption	in	Helium	+	IR



WE	WANT	TO	DECOMPOSE	THE	SIGNAL	FROM	A	NONLINEAR	
LASER	EXPERIMENT	INTO	ITS	CONTRIBUTIONS	FROM	DIFFERENT	
NUMBERS	OF	PHOTONS	ABSORBED/EMITTED	FROM	EACH	LASER	
USED	IN	THE	EXPERIMENT.

TWO	DIFFERENT	APPROACHES
1) DO	PERTURBATION	THEORY	(NEED	TO	IDENTIFY	STATES)
2) SOLVE	TIME-DEPENDENT	SCHRODINGER	EQUATION

Efficient Calculation of Time- and Frequency-
Resolved Four-Wave-Mixing Signals

MAXIM F. GELIN, DASSIA EGOROVA, AND
WOLFGANG DOMCKE*

Department of Chemistry, Technical University of Munich, D-85747 Garching, Germany
RECEIVED ON FEBRUARY 9, 2009

C O N S P E C T U S

“Four-wave-mixing” is the generic name for a family of nonlinear electronic and vibrational spectroscopies. These
techniques are widely used to explore dissipation, dephasing, solvation, and interstate coupling mechanisms in

various material systems. Four-wave-mixing spectroscopy needs a firm theoretical support, because it delivers infor-
mation on material systems indirectly, through certain transients, which are measured as functions of carrier frequen-
cies, durations, and relative time delays of the laser pulses. The observed transients are uniquely determined by the
three-pulse-induced third-order polarization.

There exist two conceptually different approaches to the calculation of the nonlinear polarization. In the standard
perturbative approach to nonlinear spectroscopy, the third-order polarization is expressed in terms of the nonlinear
response functions. As the material systems become more complex, the evaluation of the response functions becomes
cumbersome and the calculation of the signals necessitates a number of approximations.

Herein, we review alternative methods for the calculation of four-wave-mixing signals, in which the relevant laser
pulses are incorporated into the system Hamiltonian and the driven system dynamics is simulated numerically exactly.
The emphasis is on the recently developed equation-of-motion phase-matching approach (EOM-PMA), which allows
us to calculate the three-pulse-induced third-order polarization in any phase-matching direction by performing three
(with the rotating wave approximation) or seven (without the rotating wave approximation) independent propaga-
tions of the density matrix. The EOM-PMA is limited to weak laser fields (its domain of validity is equivalent to the
approach based on the third-order response functions) but allows for arbitrary pulse durations and automatically
accounts for pulse-overlap effects. As an illustration, we apply the EOM-PMA to the calculation of optical three-pulse
photon-echo two-dimensional (2D) signals for a generic model system, which represents a characteristic photophysi-
cal dynamics of large molecules or chromophores in condensed phases.

The EOM-PMA is easy to implement and can straightforwardly be incorporated into any computational scheme,
which provides the time-dependent density matrix or wave function of the material system of interest. In particular,
EOM-PMA-based computer codes can efficiently be implemented on parallel computers. The EOM-PMA facilitates con-
siderably the computation of four-wave-mixing signals and 2D spectra, in both vibrational and electronic spectros-
copy. The EOM-PMA can be extended to higher order optical responses, e.g., heterodyned 3D IR, transient 2D IR, and
other six-wave-mixing techniques.
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Domcke’s method	for	wave	mixing	performs	decomposition	in	
terms	of	NET	number	photons	absorbed/emitted.

L.	Seidner,	G.	Stock,	and	W.	Domcke.		J.	Chem.	Phys.	103,	3998	(1995)
S.	Meyer	and	V.	Engel.		Appl.	Phys.	B	71,	293	(2000)
H.	Wang	and	M.	Thoss.		Chem.	Phys.	347,	139	(2008)
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A	complex-valued	generalization	of	Domcke’s method	gives	VERY	
PROMISING	RESULTS	but	is	GAUGE-DEPENDENT.
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No	feature	if	opposite	circular	polarizations

“Circular	polarization	gives	you	more	information.”		
At	~22.2eV	it	absorbs	XUV	and	emits	IR	
22.2-1.6	=	20.6		He	1s2s

Since	it	is	an	S	state,	polarizations	must	be	the	same

Multi-fragment	vector	correlation	imaging.	A	search	for	hidden dynamical	
symmetries	in	many-particle	molecular	fragmentation processes
Mol	Phys	110,	1863	(2012)
F	Trinter,	L.Ph.H	Schmidt,	T	Jahnke,	M.S.	Schöffler,	O	Jagutzki,	A	Czasch,	J	Lower,
T.A	Isaev,	R.	Berger,	A.L.	Landers,	Th.	Weber,	R.	Dörner,	H.	Schmidt-Böcking

Opposite	circular	polarization Same	circular	polarization

This	feature	is	He	1s2s	+	1	IR	photon

(waving	his	
hands	saying)


